Options Analysis

> Trade Finder Tools
> Powerful Options Analysis
> Visually Compare Strategies

IntegratedInvestor Series

Online Education
You can access a wealth of
education in the form of online
training modules. Get yourself
immediately up-to-speed with
the software and progress to
more advanced material as
your skills improve.

OptionGear...
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Analysis View
From one easy to read page, compare all put and
call prices for your particular stock. Use this table
to quickly select and contrast those options most
suitable to your strategy.
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Lifetime Support
As a HUBB member you can
take advantage of lifetime
Technical and Trading
support. If you’re having
troubles with your software
or trading simply send us an
email or logon to our chat
support to get the answers
you are looking for.

Create & Price Positions
Simple and complex multi leg option trades
can be created and regarded for their relative
profitability while simultaneously checking to
see how the option price compares to fair value
models.
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Position Information
Trade details, including profit and risk as
well as the Greeks, are all vital for any option
trader. Listed below the pay off diagrams,
this information is summarised and perfectly
accessible.
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FREE Upgrades
Keep your software up-todate and ready for the next big
trading opportunity. Owners of
OptionGear will have access
to enhancements that improve
the speed and functionality of
your software.

Risk Curves & Price Charts
A visual representation of a trade’s risk and
reward can be a highly efficient way of analysing
the likely success of a strategy. When combined
with a price chart, the analysis becomes even
more clear, especially as multiple strategies can
be compared simultaneously.
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Point & Click Analysis Pallet
Represents a dynamic feature to clearly and
visually select the optimum trade performance.
This can be done across differing volatilities and
days to expiry for any option trade selected in the
risk curve or price chart screen.

The Trading Profits Enhancer
OptionGear is a sophisticated real-time options analysis and trading program, designed
to help you identify the most profitable options strategies through its scanning and
searching capabilities.
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Strategy Wizard
The Strategy Wizard allows users to quickly
view trades that match a particular strategy
that you define.
Simply enter your parameters and OptionGear
will devise and display the trades that meet
your criteria. All you have to do then is decide
if you want to take the trade – it’s that simple!
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Options Analysis

OptionGear – The Trading Profits Enhancer
OptionGear is the most comprehensive options trading software available on the
market. Designed with input from some of the world’s leading traders and analysts,
OptionGear makes options easy and is the number one choice for thousands of
traders world wide.

Technical Charting
• S
 trong technical charting functionality.
• Fully featured Candlestick, Bar and Line
Charts.
• Split screen capabilities.
• Up to 10 separate indicator windows to
a chart.

Market Scanner
• C
 hoose the instrument and markets you
want to scan.
• Construct scans using your favourite
indicators.
• Sort, rank and filter your findings.
• Search international markets for the best
opportunities.

Analysis Overlay
• Assess

an options trade in one easy to use
interface.
• Calculate volatility with accuracy.
• View several trades on the one graph.
• Use technical analysis to confirm your
positions.

Comprehensive Market Data
World Markets at Your Fingertips
Trading decisions are made on information. This
information needs to be timely, accurate and
consistent. OptionGear provides data for domestic
and international markets allowing you to spot
opportunities as they happen.

Instant Integration
Integrated Analysis
OptionGear can be easily integrated with the HUBB
software suite to further strengthen your trading and
investing arsenal. Contact your account manager to
find out more about our Integrated Analysis suite.

